
Preserved Lemons 
(LEMB3) 3 x 9.5 lb.
Lemons with a dis-
tinctive herbal quality 
make for a unique 
flavoring ingredient in 
Mediterranean, Middle 
Eastern or Moroccan 
dishes.

Kalamata Olives, Pitted or Wedges 
(KAL003 / KAL004) 2 x 5 lb.
Authentic Greek Kalamata have a firm texture, 
fruity taste and wine-infused snap. The classic olive 
for Greek salads. Exquisite in pasta sauce.

Greek Olive Mix, Pitted or Chopped 
(GRKOLIMIX1 / GRKOLIMIX2) 2 x 5 lb.
Authentic Greek varietal olives (Kalamata, Mt. Pelion, 
and Mt. Athos) in aromatic wild herbs. A convenient 
and delicious ingredient for salads and pastas.

Mt. Athos Green Olive Rings 
(OLIRNG) 2 x 5 lb.
Halkidiki varietal from the 
Halkidiki peninsula near Mt. 
Athos in Greece, these olives 
have a fresh herbal aroma, 
meaty texture and smooth 
buttery finish.

Chopped Olive 
Tapenade 
(TAPEN001) 2 x 5 lb.
A unique tapenade, 
chopped instead of 
pureed. Made from all 
natural, artisanally 
cultivated and cured 
olives with sweet 
peppers, zesty capers, garlic and spices.

Muffuletta Salad
(MUOLISAL) 2 x 5 lb.
Made from crisp pickled 
vegetables and olives, 
Muffuletta salad is a local 
staple in New Orleans’ French 
Quarter. It is famously served 
on a sandwich with Italian 
meats and cheeses, but can be enjoyed on its own just as well!
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Spreads

Sour Cherry Spread
(SCHSPR) 3 x 3.5 lb.
Sour Cherry Spread has a 
bold, fruit-forward flavor that 
captures the essence of a ripe 
summer cherry. Both tart and 
sweet, this versatile spread 
is wonderful when used to 
sweeten a savory sandwich, 
baked into pastries or spread 
into a yogurt parfait. For a 
special treat, try it in a glaze or marinade for ham, turkey 
or Brussels sprouts.

Fig Spread
(FIGSPR) 3 x 3.5 lb.
Ripe and juicy figs enhanced 
with a hint of lemon honey. 
The Pajarero fig is smaller and 
sweeter than other figs, its 
thin and delicate skin allows 
the flavor of the fig to shine 
through resulting in a jam 
that is chucky, delicious and 
versatile. Perfect for pairing 
with nearly any cheese, also 
matches well with Serrano ham or cooked pork.

Preserved Lemon 
Spread (PRELEM) 
3 x 2.2 lb.
Traditional Moroccan 
preserved lemons in 
an easy and ready to 
use spread! Lovely with 
seafood, poultry and 
lamb. Perfect in tagines 
and ragouts.

Pimento Sauce with 
Preserved Lemons 
(PIMSAUC) 3 x 2.2 lb.
An exotic spread made 
from preserved lemon, 
sweet bell peppers 
and spicy Harissa. 
Perfect for seafood, 
poultry and game.

Harissa (HARISS) 3 x 2.2 lb.
This deeply fiery and aromatic pepper spread is 
a classic North African condiment often used to 
enhance soups, stews, grilled meats or greens and 
grain salads.

Green Harissa (HARGRE) 3 x 2.2 lb.
A fiery, lively, herbaceous Harissa crafted from 
green chili peppers, herbs and spices. A wonderful 
addition to stir-fry’s, roasted veggies or grilled 
meat.

Carmelized Onion Jam 
(CARONIJAM) 6 x 4.6 lb.
A sweet and savory onion jam that can be used 
on a cheese plate or slathered on sandwiches, 
biscuits, or even roasted veggies like Brussels 
sprouts and carrots.

Salt Coarse Sel Gris (SELGRI2) 1 x 22 lb.
Sel Gris (Grey Sea Salt) is harvested from the bottom of clay mined 
salt marshes along France’s Atlantic coast and is known for its 
natural crystals and vibrant flavor. Our Sel Gris is harvested by 
hand and has a crisp, floral finish that is perfect for adding to 
soups, broths, marinades and roasts.



Veggies
Dolmas
(DOLMAS) 6 x 4.4 lb.
Dolmas are grape leaves 
stuffed with a delicious 
mix of herbs and rice, 
shaped into little rolls 
and boiled until wonder-
fully tender.

Chopped Calbrian Peppers
(CHPCALPEP) 2 x 2.1 lb.
Fiery, savory, and bold! 
Chopped Calabrian peppers 
are perfect spread across 
pizza or added to sauces and 
dips, and a huge time saver.

Mushrooms Marinated 
with Garlic & Herbs
(MUSHMAR) 2 x 6.25 lb.
These plump, full mushrooms 
are grown in the USA and 
marinated in sweet garlic, 
balsamic vinaigrette and 
Italian herbs for a rich, zesty 
flavor.

Seasoned Artichokes 
with Long Stem
(ARTLNGSTM) 6 x 5.5 lb.
Italian artichokes pre-
pared in the Italian “crudo” 
tradition are firm and fresh 
tasting. Split & grill for an 
elegant appetizer.

Cipolline Onionsin Balsamic Vinegar, Whole or Sliced
(CIPONIBAL1 / CIPONIBAL2) 6 x 3.53 lb. / 6 x 3.3 lb.
These Italian onions, Cipolline, are known for their flat, saucer 
like shape and sweet taste. They are marinated in tart balsamic 
vinegar and have a crisp, satisfying crunch that makes them 
hard to resist.

Gigandes White Beans (GIGBEA1) 6 x 3.1 lb.
Largest of the white bean family, Gigandes are a knockout ingredient. 
They are delightfully plump, have a 
mild flavor and a wonderful creamy 
texture. 

Gigandes Beans in Vinaigrette (GIGBEA2) 6 x 4.4 lb.
Gigandes beans, named for their massive size, are a knockout ingredient in salads 
or pastas. Plump and creamy, they’re marinated in a tangy vinaigrette with red 
pepper strips and aromatic herbs.

Chopped Giardiniera
(CHPGIARD) 2 x 5 lb.
A lively and zesty mix of 
fresh from the garden vege-
tables (carrots, cauliflower, 
pepperoncini, garlic and 
more!) pickled, chopped 
and marinated. Great 
on sandwiches, salads or 
served alongside grilled 
meat.

Roasted Tomato 
Wedges
(RRTOMWEDG) 
3 x 6.4 lb.
All natural red 
tomatoes picked 
at peak ripeness 
and slow roasted for a deep, rich flavor. Summer fresh 
and juicy all year-round!


